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Abstract

The relationship between the distribution of particle centers in random beds of uniformly sized spheres and radial properties, in
particular radial voidage pro6les, is undertaken in this work. To this end, closed expressions for six geometrical quantities related
to the intersection of spheres with cylindrical surfaces are presented. The relations to compute radial properties are then expressed
in terms of those geometrical quantities and it is shown that for realistic types of particle center distribution, the calculations can
be carried out without resorting to simplifying assumptions or numerical integration. The signi6cance of radial pro6les of particle
surface area is also discussed. ? 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that particles in random packed beds
show a certain degree of order close to the wall of the
container. This structure is described from a well de6ned
layer of particles against the wall, with most of the par-
ticles contacting the wall, followed by a few other layers
progressively losing their identity. Finally, far from the
wall, particle accommodation becomes strictly at random.
The bed structure close to the wall gains signi6cance

in beds of low aspect ratio (a=R=Rp) when this region
becomes comparable to the whole cross section of the
vessel. For example, it can be expected, and in fact it
happens, that the permeability of the bed close to the
wall will be di@erent from that in the innermost regions.
Also, beds of low aspect ratios are industrially employed
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when heat should be exchanged between the bed and an
external medium, or when mass transfer should be carried
out through permeable walls. In these cases, the structure
of the bed in the near wall region gives rise to distinct
transport properties.
The layered structure near the wall is particularly well

de6ned in beds of spherical particles. The subject has
been treated in a number of works (see e.g. Mariani,
Mazza, Mart+,nez, & Barreto, 1998, for a recent survey),
although in most of them the emphasis was put on the
local voidage pro6les rather than on the distribution of
particle centers.
The radial voidage pro6les exhibit the shape of a

damped oscillation starting with high values of voidage
just at the wall. This shape has been usually modelled by
empirical expressions. The knowledge of this pro6le is
obviously important in assessing local Jow and transport
properties. Nonetheless, if the distribution of particles
is known, the radial voidage pro6le can be unambigu-
ously evaluated. From the description given above, it
becomes apparent that the identi6cation of a few layers
(say, position and density of particle centers) close to
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the wall will suLce for describing the particle distribu-
tion in practice. This identi6cation is more valuable than
that of the voidage pro6le. Not only the latter can be
derived from the former, but also other properties can be
evaluated, as the radial pro6le of particle surface area.
Besides, radial pro6les of these properties are associated
with a pseudo-continuous description of the solid phase.
Instead, if a discrete description is used (i.e. explic-
itly acknowledging the existence of particle layers), the
signi6cance of particle distribution is direct.
Experimental methods to measure voidage pro6les

have been reviewed by Mariani et al. (1998). The di-
rect measurement of particle center distribution has been
undertaken less frequently. Some techniques for this
purpose will be brieJy described in Section 3. Another
example is the procedure employed by Dixon and Welch
(1987). The potentiality of X-ray computed tomography
(e.g. Toye, Marchot, Crine, Pelsser, & L’Homme, 1998)
for this purpose should also be mentioned.
The link between the distribution of particle centers

in random beds of uniformly sized spheres and radial
properties is undertaken in this work. The local voidage
in a given radial zone arises from computing the volume
of spheres enclosed in that zone. Similarly, the surface
of the spheres will de6ne the solid area exposed in the
given zone.
We will 6rst present here a closed formulation for six

geometrical quantities resulting from the intersection of
a sphere with a cylindrical surface.
Then, it will be formally established how radial proper-

ties become related to the distribution of particle centers
through some of the geometrical quantities, and it will
be shown that for realistic types of particle center distri-
butions the computations of radial properties can be car-
ried out without resorting to geometrical simpli6cations
or numerical integration, by using the expression for the
six geometrical quantities.
Previous contributions dealing with particle center

distribution and radial voidage pro6les are analyzed to
show that the relations presented here are able to encom-
pass all the expressions proposed or employed in those
works.
Finally, the signi6cance of radial pro6les of particle

surface area is particularly emphasized, as this property
has been seldom employed in bibliography.

2. De�nitions of geometrical quantities

For a sphere of radius Rp centered at a distance rc
from the axis of a cylindrical surface of radius r, V (r; rc)
is de6ned as the volume of the sphere left inside the
cylindrical surface.
Similarly, A(r; rc) is the area of the sphere surface left

inside the cylindrical surface.

The partial derivatives of V (r; rc) and A(r; rc) with re-
spect to r,

S(r; rc)= @V (r; rc)=@r; (1a)

DA(r; rc)= @A(r; rc)=@r; (1b)

and the integrals

Vt(r; rc)=2
∫ rc

0
V (r; s)s ds; (2a)

At(r; rc)=2
∫ rc

0
A(r; s)s ds (2b)

will also be of interest.
The derivative S(r; rc) has a de6nite geometrical mean-

ing: it is the area of the cylindrical surface intersected by
the sphere.
We will write down here the expressions for the quo-

tients S=r and DA=r, rather than for S and DA,

Sr(r; rc)=
1
r
@V (r; rc)=@r; (3a)

DAr(r; rc)=
1
r
@A(r; rc)=@r: (3b)

Any of the six functions just de6ned, V , A, Vt, At, Sr
and DAr, can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals
when r, rc and Rp are such that e@ectively there is inter-
section between the sphere and the cylindrical surface,
|rc − r|6Rp.
Elliptic integrals should be reduced to standard forms

for computation purposes. Although Legendre’s standard
elliptic integrals of 6rst, second and third types have
been customarily used to reduce elliptic integrals, Carl-
son has given alternative de6nitions of standard elliptic
integrals, which allow the use of eLcient computational
codes (see e.g. Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling, & Flannery,
1992). Some other advantages of Carlson’s de6nitions
can be appreciated in the bibliography quoted in Press
et al. (1992). Carlson’s standard elliptic integrals are de-
6ned below

First kind:

RF(x; y; z)=
1
2

∫ ∞

0

dt√
(t + x)(t + y)(t + z)

; (4a)

where x; y; z should be non-negative and at most one can
be zero.
Second kind:

RD(x; y; z)=
3
2

∫ ∞

0

dt
(t + z)

√
(t + x)(t + y)(t + z)

;

(4b)

where x; y should be non-negative and at most one can
be zero; z must be positive.
Third kind:

RJ (x; y; z; p)=
3
2

∫ ∞

0

dt
(t + p)

√
(t + x)(t + y)(t + z)

;

(4c)
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where x; y; z should be non-negative and at most one can
be zero; p must be non-zero (if p is negative the result
is the Cauchy principal value).
Codes to evaluate Carlson’s standard elliptic integrals

are available in most software libraries. The Fortran dou-
ble precision algorithms given by Press et al. (1992) were
employed here for computation of the three types of in-
tegrals.
Following the procedure outlined in Appendix A, the

six geometrical quantities can be expressed by

V (r; rc)= 4
3R

3
p[EV (r; rc) + �(r; rc)]; (5a)

A(r; rc)=4R2
p[EA(r; rc) + �(r; rc)]; (5b)

where

�(r; rc)=




� if rc ¡r;
�=2 if rc = r;
0 if rc ¿r:

(6)

For Vt and At,

Vt(r; rc)= 4
3R

5
p[EVt(r; rc) + �(r; rc)]; (7a)

At(r; rc)=4R4
p[EAt(r; rc) + �(r; rc)]; (7b)

where

�(r; rc)=
�
R2

p
min(r2; r2c ): (8)

For Sr and DAr,

Sr(r; rc)=8RpES(r; rc); (9a)

DAr(r; rc)=8EDA(r; rc): (9b)

The terms E(r; rc) in Eqs. (5), (7) and (9) introduce the
elliptic integrals, as detailed in Table 1, when there is in-
tersection between the sphere and the cylindrical surface,
|rc − r|6Rp. If not, they should be taken as zero when
using Eqs. (5), (7) and (9). There are some combina-
tions of r and rc values for which some terms in Table
1 become undetermined, as explained in Appendix B. In
practice, to cover all possible values of r and rc, Table
2 includes the particular cases for which the formulation
in Table 1 either should not be used or may be avoided.
Case 1 in Table 2 is the trivial case without intersection,

|rc − r|¿Rp. Case 2 is de6ned when r= rc =0.
Case 3 takes place strictly when (rc + r)=Rp, but in

practice it should be assumed when k2 ¡ 10−25 (see the
de6nition of k2 in Table 1).
The occurrence of Cases 1–3 should be checked se-

quentially. Only if none of them is applicable, the ex-
pressions in Table 1 are to be used, taking the caution of
assuming simultaneously ZJ =0 and �(r; rc)=�=2 (in
Eqs. (5)) when p¡ 10−25 (see the de6nition of p in
Table 1).
To our knowledge, the only expression previously em-

ployed in the context of particle distribution in 6xed

beds is Sr(r; rc) (Mariani et al., 1998; Mariani, Mazza,
Mart+,nez, & Barreto, 2000). From Table 1, the expression
of Sr(r; rc) in the general case is

Sr(r; rc) =
8Rp

(�M − �B)1=2

×
[
(1− �B)F(k2)− 1

3
(�A − �B)D(k2)

]
:

(9c)

It is also worth writing down the expression of DAr in
the general case

DAr(r; rc)=
8

(�M − �B)1=2
F(k2): (9d)

From Eqs. (9c) and (9d) and the de6nition of k2 in Table
1 it is easy to check that Sr and DAr are symmetrical
functions under permutation of the arguments. Then,
Sr(r; rc)=Sr(rc; r) and DAr(r; rc)=DAr(rc; r). This
property will be employed in the following sections.

3. Voidage pro�les expressed from the particle center
distribution

Since voidage is primarily de6ned as a volumetric
property, we start de6ning the average local voidage on
an annular cylinder de6ned by radii r and r +Sr. Then,
T�(r;Sr) is de6ned as the fraction of voids in that volume,
and can be expressed as T�(r;Sr)=1− Tvp(r;Sr), where
Tvp(r;Sr) is the volumetric fraction of particles.

The distribution of particle centers is de6ned by the
number density function !(rc), such that [2�!(rc)rc drc] is
the number of particle centers per unit bed length between
rc and rc + drc. Then, Tvp(r;Sr) can be expressed by

1− T�(r;Sr)

= Tvp(r;Sr)

=
2�

∫ R
0 [V (r +Sr; rc)− V (r; rc)]!(rc)rc drc

�[(r +Sr)2 − r2]
; (10a)

where R is the tube radius.
In particular, the average bed voidage T� can be

expressed from Eq. (10a) as T�= T�(0; R). Then, as
V (R; rc)= 4

3�R
3
p, V (0; rc)=0, T�=1 − 8

3�R
3
p

∫ R
0 !(rc)rc

drc=R2.
Although T�(r;Sr) is conceptually helpful and it should

be employed for analyzing experimental data or in the
frame of zone models for packed beds (Legawiec &
Zi+olkowski, 1994), a continuous description is frequently
employed. For this, it is clear that a local radial voidage
de6ned as �(r)= limSr→0 T�(r;Sr) allows a neat descrip-
tion of the local voidage pro6le. The corresponding local
volumetric fraction of solid vp(r) can be readily calcu-
lated from Eq. (10a) by applying the L’hopital rule and
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Table 1
Expressions for functions E(r; rc) in the general case de6ned by |rc − r|6Rp, but excluding r= rc =0 and (r + rc)=Rp

De6ne: �B = [(rc − r)=Rp]2, �S = [(rc + r)=Rp]2, �A =min(1; �S), �M =max(1; �S),
and consider the elliptic integrals

F=RF (0; k2; 1); D=RD(0; k2; 1); J=RJ (0; k2; 1; p)

where k2 = (�M − �A)=(�M − �B) and p=(�B=�A)k2. Then,

E= 1
(�M−�B)1=2

[("+ #�B + $
�A

)F+ 1
3 (�A − �B) (ZJ + #D)]; (T1)

where

ZJ =
{
($=�2

A)k
2J when $ �=0

0 when $=0

}

and

" # $

ES 1 −1 0

EDA 1 0 0

EV
1
3 (% + &2 − 6&− 3) 1

3 (4 + 3&− 2%) &

EA −(1 + &) 1 &

EVt
1
15 (%

2 + %&2 − 9% − 18&2) 1
15 (3− 2%2 + 7% + 6&2) &2

EAt − 2
3 (% + &2) 1

3 (1 + %) &2

&=(r2c − r2)=R2
p, %=2(r2c + r2)=R2

p

Table 2
Particular cases for the evaluation of functions E(r; rc)

|rc − r|¿Rp rc = r=0 (r + rc)=Rp

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

ES 0 �=2
2
Rp

(rrc)1=2

EDA 0 �=2 ∞

(EV + �) � 0 arccos
(
rc − r
Rp

)
− 2

R3
p
(rcr)1=2

(
8
3
rcr + r2c − r2

)

(EA + �) � 0 arccos
(
rc − r
Rp

)
− 2

Rp
(rcr)1=2

(EVt + �) � 0 #+
2
R5
p
(rcr)1=2

(
24
5
(rcr)2 +

4
3
rcr(r2c + r2)− R4

p

)

(EAt + �) � 0 #+
2
R3
p
(rcr)1=2

(
4
3
rcr − R2

p

)

�=




� if rc ¡ r;

�=2 if rc = r;

0 if rc ¿ r:

�=
�
R2
p
min(r2; r2c ); #= �

(
r
Rp

)2
+

rc − r
Rp

arccos
(
rc − r
Rp

)
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Eqs. (1a) and (3a):

1− �(r) = vp(r)=

∫ R
0 [dV (r; rc)=dr]!(rc)rc drc

r

=
∫ R

0
Sr(r; rc)!(rc)rc drc: (10b)

Since at constant rc we can express from Eq. (1a) [V (r+
Sr; rc)−V (r; rc)]=

∫ r+Sr
r S(r; rc) dr, a direct relationship

between �(r) and T�(r;Sr) can be written from Eqs. (10a)
and (10b) as

T�(r;Sr)=
2

Sr(2r +Sr)

∫ r+Sr

r
�(r)r dr: (10c)

If we recall that in randomly packed beds particles are
accommodated from the vessel wall as a series of layers
with a decreasing degree of order, the density function
!(rc) can be conceived as built up from the contribu-
tions of a series of zones of high concentration of particle
centers separated by spaces of negligible particle con-
centration. The 6rst zone, corresponding to particles with
centers tightly close to a distance y=Rp from the wall,
will show the highest density of particle centers and a
very thin width. The second zone will be con6ned about
y=3Rp, but it will be thicker and will show lower par-
ticle center density than the 6rst one. This trend is main-
tained toward the interior of the bed and, if the aspect
ratio a=R=Rp is high enough, a point is reached from
which the zones overlap (i.e. no spaces are left in be-
tween), de6ning an innermost fully randomized region
which extends up to the bed axis. This region can be con-
sidered as a last zone with uniform density of particle
centers. From this description, it is better to write down
!(rc) as the sum of the zone contributions rather than as
a continuous function,

!(rc)=
M∑
j=1

!j(rc): (11a)

From Eq. (10b),

1− �(r)= vp(r)=
M∑
j=1

Pj(r); (11b)

where Pj(r) is the contribution of zone j,

Pj(r)=
∫ R

0
Sr(r; rc)!j(rc)rc drc: (11c)

For the average voidage T�(r;Sr) (Eq. (10a)),

1− T�(r;Sr) = Tvp(r;Sr)

=
1

Sr(2r +Sr)

M∑
j=1

TPj(r;Sr); (11d)

where TPj(r;Sr) is the contribution of the jth zone.

TPj(r;Sr)=2
∫ R

0
SV (r;Sr; rc)!j(rc)rc drc; (11e)

with

SV (r;Sr; rc)=V (r +Sr; rc)− V (r; rc): (11f)

As it will be discussed below, essentially in all refer-
ences found in bibliography the zones have been de6ned
as containing particle centers ideally concentrated at one
position or uniformly distributed. Mathematically, an im-
pulse function represents the 6rst case and a step function
the second one. Expressions (11c) and (11e) will be next
applied for either case.
For an impulse function acting at radius rj,

!j(rc)=Nj+(rc; rj); (12a)

where Nj is the number of particles in the jth zone per
unit bed length, and the impulse function is normalized
according to 2�

∫ R
0 +(rc; rj)rc drc =1.

Eq. (11c) becomes

Pj(r)=
1
2�

NjSr(r; rj): (12b)

From Eqs. (11e) and (11f),

TPj(r;Sr)=
1
�
Nj[V (r +Sr; rj)− V (r; rj)]: (12c)

For a zone with particle centers distributed as a step func-
tion in the interval [rij; r

e
j ],

!j(rc)=

{
T!j if rc ∈ [rij; r

e
j ]

0 if rc �∈ [rij; r
e
j ]

}
;

T!j =
Nj

�[(rij)2 − (rej )2]
: (13a)

According to Eq. (11c),

Pj(r)= T!j

∫ rej

rij

Sr(r; rc)rc drc: (13b)

We recall that Sr(r; rc) is a symmetrical function un-
der permutation of the arguments r and rc. Then,
Sr(r; rc)=Sr(rc; r)= S(rc; r)=rc. Therefore, we can re-
place in Eq. (13b) Sr(r; rc)rc = S(rc; r). Besides, at con-
stant r; S(rc; r) drc =dV (rc; r). Then, Eq. (13b) becomes

Pj(r)= T!j[V (rej ; r)− V (rij; r)]: (13c)

Noting the order of the arguments of V in Eq. (13c), the
term in the square brackets is the volume of a particle
centered at a distance r from the bed axis intersected by
the annular cylinder between the radii rij and rej .
From Eq. (11e),

TPj(r;Sr)=2 T!j

∫ rej

rij

SV (r;Sr; rc)rc drc: (13d)

Accounting for Eq. (11f) and the de6nition of Vt(r; rc),
Eq. (2a),

TPj(r;Sr) = T!j[Vt(r +Sr; rej )−Vt(r +Sr; rij)

+Vt(r; rij)−Vt(r; rej )]: (13e)
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Eqs. (11)–(13) allow to evaluate �(r) and T�(r;Sr) with-
out numerical integration, if the geometrical quantities
de6ned in Eqs. (5)–(9) and Tables 1, 2 are employed.
As regards Eq. (13e), when both r; rc � Rp, it is con-

venient for avoiding truncation losses to perform the op-
eration between the square brackets for the four terms �
(Eq. (8)) on one side, and for the terms EVt on the other,
as the individual values of � may become very large,
while their di@erence may not.
The contributions Pj or TPj will be zero if particles in

the jth zone do not intersect the radius r or the annulus
between r and (r +Sr). Hence, the summation in Eqs.
(11b) or (11d) may extend over a limited number of
zones. The zones e@ectively contributing can be either
identi6ed beforehand or, if the geometrical quantities are
de6ned as in Tables 1 and 2, the value of V , Sr or Vt will
directly discriminate whether there is intersection or not.
The works in bibliography dealing with the relation-

ship between voidage pro6le and particle center distribu-
tion have di@erent aims and scopes. Some of them will
be brieJy commented on next to show how Eqs. (11)–
(13) can be used in practice and how expressions given
in the previous section for Sr(r; rc);V(r; rc) and Vt(r; rc)
facilitate going back and forth between voidage pro6le
and particle center distribution, without resorting to geo-
metrical simpli6cations or numerical integration.
Ridgway and Tarbuck (1968) proposed to evaluate �(r)

by considering a series of perfectly ordered layers of par-
ticles with variable spacing between them that depends
on the bed aspect ratio. It follows that their expression
would correspond to Eq. (11b) with all the zones de-
6ned by impulse functions Eq. (12a). Each contribution
Pj would be given by Eq. (12b), which can be written as

Pj(r)=
1
2�

Nj

[
S(r; rj)

r

]
: (14a)

Instead, they are expressed as

Pj(r)= njS/(rj − r)=
1
2�

Nj

[
S/(rj − r)

rj

]
; (14b)

where nj =Nj=(2�rj) is the number of particles per unit
area of the surface containing the particle centers, and
S/(rj−r)=�[R2

p−(rj−r)2] is the area resulting from the
intersection of a particle centered at rj and a plane normal
to the radius rj at a position r. Actually, the proposed ex-
pression was derived from the case of a bed con6ned by a
Jat wall, a case in which Eq. (14b) is completely correct.
When aimed to cylindrical vessels, we can appreciate by
comparing Eqs. (14a) and (14b) that two approximations
are involved: the use of S/ instead of S (neglecting the
curvature e@ect in the intersected area S) and the radius
rj replacing r. These approximations will become notice-
able for relatively low aspect ratios. Nonetheless, Ridg-
way and Tarbuck (1968) did not test the expression for
aspect ratios less than a=17:3.

Fig. 1. Radial voidage pro6le at a=3:96. (•) Experimental data points
(Mueller, 1992); (——) values from Eq. (14a); (- - - - - -) values from
Eq. (14b); (– – – –) values from Eq. (14c).

Kubie (1988) proposed a similar model, also expressed
by Eq. (14b), but limited to the 6rst two layers. Therefore,
the voidage can be evaluated up to distances from the
wall not much longer than y=3Rp.
According to the concepts discussed above, the sec-

ond zone will already present an appreciable dispersion
of particle centers, rather than exhibiting a sharp concen-
tration of particle centers, as assumed by Kubie (1988)
or Ridgway and Tarbuck (1968).
Nonetheless, it is interesting to mention that for some

speci6c aspect ratios a two zone model with concen-
trated particle centers, just as in Kubie’s approach,
provides a good description for particle distribution. In
Fig. 1, the local voidage pro6le �(r) reported by Mueller
(1992) (a comment about his experimental technique is
given below) for an aspect ratio a=3:96 is presented.
The results by considering two layers concentrated at
r1 =R− Rp with (N1Rp)=4:50, and r2 = (R− 2:764Rp)
with (N2Rp)=1:65, are also displayed in Fig. 1. Three
formulations are considered: Eqs. (14a), (14b), and

Pj(r)=
1
2�

Nj

[
S/(rj − r)

r

]
: (14c)

Eq. (14c) corrects Eq. (14b) as regards the ratio (rj=r),
but leaves S/ in place of S.
Expression (14a) produces a good approximation for

essentially the whole bed section. The reason why in this
case a second zone de6ned by an impulse function pro-
vides a good match with the experimental data can be
ascribed to the fact that the tube size just allows the ac-
commodation of four particles along its diameter.
Fig. 1 also permits to evaluate the deviations from

Eqs. (14b) and (14c). Up to distances from the wall of
about y=Rp, the maximum relative deviations between
Eqs. (14a) and (14b) and also between Eqs. (14a) and
(14c) rise up to about 10%. The di@erences grow towards
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the bed axis, and it can be appreciated in Fig. 1 that Eqs.
(14b) and (14c) become unsound in the last part of the
pro6le.
Considering now higher aspect ratios than that in Fig.

1, it is worth noting that the Ridgway and Tarbuck (1968)
expression predicts waves in the �(r) pro6le showing
two small cusps close to each other instead of a single
maximum (as insinuated in Fig. 1 in the region close
to y=2Rp), a feature not found in experimental pro-
6les. This e@ect is due to the assumption of sharply con-
centrated particle centers in the second and following
zones.
To our knowledge, the 6rst work in which the general

relationship between the distribution of particle centers
and the local voidage pro6le has been formally stated
was the monograph of Singleton (1971). His expression
(written with the present nomenclature) can be written
from Eq. (10b) by recalling the already used equivalence
Sr(r; rc)rc = S(rc; r):

1− �(r)=
∫ R

0
!(rc)S(rc; r) drc =

∫ R

0
!(rc) dV (rc; r):

Singleton employed this expression to evaluate !(rc)
from voidage pro6le data presented by Benenatti and
Brosilov (1962). He considered a 6rst zone with par-
ticle centers concentrated at y=Rp (Eq. (12a)) and a
series of concentric rings in which !j are de6ned as
step functions (Eq. (13a)). To evaluate the contributions
Pj, he used an approximation which can be expressed
as S(rc; r) ≈ (rc + r)S/(rc − r)=(2r), from which ana-
lytical expressions arise for Pj when !j(rc) is de6ned
either by Eq. (12a) or by Eq. (13a). Singleton adjusted
the values of Nj for the impulse function and for two
alternative sets of rings, one with 29 rings extending
up to about y=7Rp and the other with 21 rings up
to about y=4Rp. In some rings values Nj ≈ 0 were
found. Expressions to evaluate the e@ect of the aspect
ratio a (from a → ∞ down to a=5:6) on the positions
of the rings and on Nj were also presented. More com-
ments on Singleton’s work will be made in the next
section.
Govindarao and Froment (1986) performed a work

similar to that of Singleton (1971), considering rings of
uniform width, typically Sr=Rp=3 or Rp=4. Within each
ring, the concentration of particle centers was also as-
sumed to be uniform (Eq. (13a)), including the ring clos-
est to the wall, re1 =R − Rp. Govindarao and Froment
(1986) provided an expression to evaluate the average
voidage within each ring, T�(rik ;Sr), with rik =R− (Rp +
kSr). Their expression can be interpreted from Eq. (11e)
for the contribution of particle centers from the ring j to
the ring k;

TPj(rik ;Sr)=2 T!j

∫ rij+Sr

rij

SV (rik ;Sr; rc)rc drc: (15a)

The e@ect of the curvature was then ignored in two senses.
The radius rc is removed from the integrand and evalu-
ated as the average value in the jth ring, rij +

1
2Sr, and

SV (rik ;Sr; rc) is approximated by SV/(rik−rc; rik+Sr−
rc); the volume of a particle centered at rc intersected be-
tween two planes normal to radius rc at positions rik and
rik +Sr. With these assumptions and expressing T!j from
Eq. (13a), Eq. (15a) can be written as

TPj(rik ;Sr)

=
Nj

Sr

∫ rij+Sr

rij

SV/(rik − rc; rik +Sr − rc) drc:

(15b)

As SV/ is de6ned by an elementary expression, the in-
tegration in Eq. (15b) can be performed analytically.
Once the result of Eq. (15b) is replaced in Eq. (11d),

the 6nal expression for T�(rik ;Sr) used by Govindarao
and Froment (1986) can be obtained. They employed
this expression to assess Nj from experimental values of
T�(rik ;Sr), choosing Sr according to the values employed
in the experimental evaluations. From the wall up to dis-
tances y ≈ 4Rp only the 6rst ring (Rp ¡y¡Rp +Sr)
and that between 3Rp − Sr¡y¡ 3Rp were found to
contain a signi6cant number of particles, in agreement
with the presence of the 6rst two particle layers. Deeper
inside the bed, up to around 8Rp; some rings were also
found to be almost empty and others showed a signi6cant
amount of particles. They identi6ed nine 6lled rings up
to y=8Rp.
The results from the work of Govindarao and Froment

(1986) were reanalyzed afterwards, but considering only
the 6rst two 6lled rings (Govindarao & Ramrao, 1988),
or the 6rst four 6lled rings (Delmas & Froment, 1988).
More recently, Mariani et al. (1998), following a sim-

ilar line to that in the work of Govindarao and Froment
(1986), presented a model with only two zones of 6nite
width intending to identify just the 6rst two particle lay-
ers closest to the wall. The remaining particles in the bed
were assumed to be in a third zone with uniform density
of particle centers. Instead of assuming uniform !j in the
6rst two zones, they tried shape factors fj(rc); such that
!j(rc)= T!jfj(rc); j=1; 2. For the second zone, no bet-
ter results than those for a step function (f2 = 1) were
obtained. Instead, the 6rst zone was better modelled by
taking f1 as a linear function in rc, with the maximum
value at re1 =R−Rp and zero at ri1 =R− 1:2Rp. The rel-
atively thin width of the 6rst zone (Sr1 =Rp=5 as com-
pared, for example, with Rp=3 employed by Delmas and
Froment, 1988) and the shape factor f1(rc) were needed
to get a good 6t of the steep drop of local voidage close
to the wall, a feature clearly found in most experimental
data sets.
Mariani et al. (1998) worked with local values �(r); as

expressed by Eq. (11b). They used the function Sr(r; rc)
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as given here (Eq. (9c) for the general case), and nu-
merically integrated Eq. (11c) to obtain Pj for their three
zones. It is interesting to remark that for fj = a + brc
(i.e. for their 6rst zone) there is apparently no way to
express Pj analytically or as an elliptic integral. Instead,
if fj is de6ned by a polynomial in r2c (the simplest one
being fj = a∗ + b∗r2c ); Pj can be expressed in terms
of elliptic integrals through an expression like (T1) in
Table 1. However, we will not pursue here an extension
in this direction, as the best way to deal with the 6rst zone
seems to be the use of an impulse function (Eq. (10a)),
while the remaining zones can be well modelled by sim-
ple step functions. This is actually the approach followed
by Singleton (1971).
Mueller (1992,1999), by employing an X-ray tech-

nique, measured the position of every particle in ver-
tical segments of his experimental beds. From these
measurements, Mueller reported voidage pro6les, in
terms of T�(r;Sr). His evaluations can be described by
means of Eqs. (11d) and (12c), if M refers to the total
number of observed particles and Nj in Eq. (12c) is taken
as the inverse of the length of the analyzed bed seg-
ment (each observed particle is associated to an impulse
function at its radial position). Mueller (1992,1999)
evaluated V (r; rc) in Eq. (12c) by numerical integration,
(from a geometrical formulation similar to that given in
Appendix A). The reported pro6les of T�(r;Sr) were ob-
tained by diminishing Sr up to a point below which the
results did not appreciably change. Actually, these cal-
culations correspond to the local voidage �(r) for which
Eqs. (11b) and (12b) apply.
Mueller’s works were aimed at developing empirical

expressions to predict voidage pro6les, rather than char-
acterizing the distribution of particle centers.
Legawiec and Zi+olkowski (1994) measured the posi-

tion and number of particles in the 6rst layer adjacent to
the wall. They proved that essentially all particles are in
contact with the wall. They did not evaluate the position
of particles already belonging to the second layer (cen-
tered at a distance around 3Rp from the wall), but found
that a certain number of particles remain centered at a
distance around 2Rp from the wall. These particles can
stay in that position by taking advantage of holes (defects
in the two-dimensional particle array) in the 6rst layer.
Nonetheless, the number of these particles were relatively
low: about 2% of the number of particles contacting the
wall were centered between 1:8Rp ¡y¡ 2Rp and 10%
between 2Rp ¡y¡ 2:2Rp. The main purpose of their
measurements was to evaluate the average voidage from
the wall up to a distance y=Rp, i.e. T�(R−Rp; Rp); for its
use in their model of conductivity within the near-wall
region. To this end, and according to the previous de-
scription, only the particles contacting the wall (i.e. with
centers concentrated at R− Rp) should be considered in
practice. In expressing T�(R − Rp; Rp); they employed an
equation like Eq. (11d) with M =1 for T�(R−Rp; Rp) and

Eq. (12c) for TP1(R− Rp; Rp):
TP1(R− Rp; Rp)

=
1
�
N1[V (R; R− Rp)− V (R− Rp; R− Rp)]: (16)

V (R; R − Rp)= 4
3�R

3
p and V (R − Rp; R − Rp) was eval-

uated by Legawiec and Zi+olkowski (1994) numerically,
in a similar fashion as done by Mueller (1992,1999). It
is illustrative to write down the expression resulting for
T�(R−Rp; Rp) by using Eq. (5a) and Table 1 (the general
case applies if a �=1:5) for V (R− Rp; R− Rp). In Table
1, r= rc =R− Rp . By using a=R=Rp,

(a �=1:5) 1− T�(R− Rp; Rp)

=N1Rp
(4=3)

�(2a− 1)

{
�
2
− 1

3�1=2
M

[(�S − 3)F

+
2
3
�A(2− �S)D

]}
; (17)

where�S =4(a−1)2; �A =min(1; �S); �M =max(1; �S);
k2 = (�M −�A)=�S ; F(k2); D(k2) are de6ned in Table 1.

For a=1:5; Case 3 in Table 2 applies. Then, [1− T�(R−
Rp; Rp)]= 1

3N1Rp(1 + 4=(3�)) is obtained.
Beds with aspect ratios in the range 1¡a6 2 consti-

tute a special case in which all particles are touching the
tube wall and the number of particles per unit length (N1)
can be evaluated from geometrical concepts (Govindarao,
Ramrao, & Rao, 1992). The radial voidage pro6les are
then expressed by Eqs. (11b) and (11d) with M =1 and
P1, TP1 given by Eqs. (12b) and (12c) with r1 =R − Rp.
Then,

1− �(r)=
1
2�

N1Sr(r; R− Rp); (18a)

1− T�(r;Sr) =
N1

�Sr(2r +Sr)
[V (r +Sr; R− Rp)

−V (r; R− Rp)]: (18b)

Govindarao et al. (1992) analyzed the voidage pro6les
in terms of Eq. (18b) with V evaluated numerically. The
quantity Sr(r; rc); as expressed by Eq. (9c), was intro-
duced by Mariani et al. (2000) to obtain a closed expres-
sion of �(r) (Eq. (18a)) for this range of aspect ratios.

4. Pro�les of particle surface area expressed from the
particle center distribution

Just as the volume fraction of particles varies according
to the radial position, their external surface area per unit
volume su@ers similar variations.
We de6ne the average density of particle surface area

TaV (r;Sr) as the area of particle surfaces within an annular
cylinder de6ned by radii r and r+Sr per unit volume of
the annular cylinder. The local density of particle surface
area aV (r) is de6ned by the limit of TaV (r;Sr) as Sr → 0.
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To express aV (r) and TaV (r;Sr) in terms of the den-
sity of particle centers we employ directly Eq. (11a) for
!(rc). Then, recalling the meaning of functions A(r; rc)
and DAr(r; rc); we 6nd for

aV (r)=
M∑
j=1

Qj(r); (19a)

where Qj(r) is the contribution of the jth zone, that

Qj(r)=
∫ R

0
DAr(r; rc)!j(rc)rc drc: (19b)

For

TaV (r;Sr)=
1

Sr(2r +Sr)

M∑
j=1

TQj(r;Sr); (19c)

where TQj(r;Sr) is the contribution of the jth zone,

TQj(r;Sr)=2
∫ R

0
SA(r;Sr; rc)!j(rc)rc drc; (19d)

with

SA(r;Sr; rc)=A(r +Sr; rc)− A(r; rc): (19e)

Considering either an impulse function or a step function
for !j(rc); and following a similar step to that for the
voidage pro6les, we obtain the following formulation.
For an impulse function acting at radius rj,

Qj(r)=
1
2�

NjDAr(r; rj); (20a)

TQj(r;Sr)=
1
�
Nj[A(r +Sr; rj)− A(r; rj)]: (20b)

For a distributed zone with a step function in the interval
[rij; r

e
j ],

Qj(r)= T!j[A(r
e
j ; r)− A(rij; r)]; (21a)

TQj(r;Sr) = T!j[At(r +Sr; rej )−At(r +Sr; rij)

+At(r; rij)−At(r; rej )]: (21b)

Eqs. (19)–(21) allow to evaluate aV (r) and TaV (r;Sr)
without numerical integration, if the geometrical quanti-
ties de6ned in Eqs. (5)–(9) and Tables 1, 2 are employed.
A comment similar to that for Eq. (13e) can be made

about Eq. (21b). When both r; rc � Rp; we suggest per-
forming the operation between the square brackets for the
four terms � (Eq. (8)) on one side, and for the terms EAt

on the other.
Singleton (1971), apparently for the 6rst time, made

use of the local density of particle surface area aV (r) and
established its relationship with !j(rc). In terms of the
contribution Qj(r); he expressed

Qj(r)=
∫ R

0
DA(rc; r)!j(rc) drc

Fig. 2. Comparison of aV (r) (——) and 6[1− �(r)]=dp (- - - - - -) at
a=5:6.

which is the same as Eq. (19b) by recalling the permu-
tation property DA(r; rc)=r=DA(rc; r)=rc.
Singleton (1971) evaluated numerically both DA(rc; r)

and the integral on rc for his distribution model consisting
of !1(rc) given by an impulse function and !j(rc); j¿ 1
by step functions.
As mentioned in the previous section, Singleton could

quantify the distribution of particle centers from voidage
pro6les, so he was able to evaluate aV (r). The purpose
of Singleton calculations was to obtain pro6les of the
interstitial axial velocity, u(r), which in turn he used to
analyze mass dispersion experiments in packed beds.
In order to estimate u(r); Singleton made use of the

so-called Brinkman approach, which evaluates the local
momentum transfer between Juid and particles by using
Ergun, or any similar expression, written in terms of lo-
cal properties. Speci6cally, Singleton used the Ergun ex-
pression

(dp=dz)fp =−aV (r)u(r)
[�(r)]3

[4:175faV (r)

+0:292!fu(r)]; (22)

where (dp=dz)fp is the contribution of Juid–particle fric-
tion to pressure gradient.
In some works before that of Singleton, the term aV (r)

in Eq. (22) was evaluated as aV (r)=6[1 − �(r)]=dp,
which is the local version of TaV = TaV (0; R)=6[1− T�]=dp.
While the latter relationship is true (as the overall bed
quantities TaV and T� involve all the spheres in the beds),
the former is not. Singleton pointed out this di@erence and
used the values of aV (r) evaluated as described above in
Eq. (22).
The di@erence between aV (r) and 6[1 − �(r)]=dp can

be appreciated in Fig. 2 for an aspect ratio a=5:6. The
voidage pro6le data of Benenatti and Brosilov (1962)
at this aspect ratio have been 6tted to the following
four-zone distribution of particle centers:
1st zone: impulse function at r1 =R − Rp; (N1

Rp)=6:75;
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2nd zone: step function between ri2 =R − 2:2Rp and
re2 =R− 2Rp; (N2 Rp)=0:715,

3rd zone: step function between ri3 =R − 2:97Rp and
re3 =R− 2:42Rp; (N3 Rp)=3:63;

4th zone: step function between ri4 = 0 and re4 =R −
3:49 Rp; (N4 Rp)=2:11.
The de6nitions of the 6rst and second zones were

made according to the work of Legawiec and Zi+olkowski
(1994).
The di@erences shown in Fig. 2 are particularly notice-

able in the regions (0¡y¡ 1
2Rp) and ( 32Rp ¡y¡ 2Rp),

where aV (r) is signi6cantly larger than 6[1 − �(r)]=dp.
High local velocities u(r) are predicted in these regions
or zones, as a consequence of high values of �(r). The
use of aV (r) instead of 6[1−�(r)]=dp (Eq. (22b)) reduces
the magnitude of such high local velocities. Singleton
(1971) mentioned that the permeability of the bed as
arose from u(r) pro6les calculated with 6[1 − �(r)]=dp

was (at low enough aspect ratios) signi6cantly higher
than that from experimental correlations. Instead, the
use of aV (r) allowed him to obtain consistent results
for u(r).
In general, aV (r) or TaV (r;Sr) should be employed to

evaluate the magnitude of any local transfer phenomena
between the Juid phase and particles. Apart from the just
discussed momentum transfer problem, heat and mass
transfer between the Juid and particles are most important
in packed beds applications. In spite of this, the distribu-
tion of particle surface area has seldom been considered
since the work of Singleton, either in the literature con-
cerning modelling of packed bed processes or in those
works just dealing with packing properties.
For instance many models have been employed for

multi-tubular catalytic reactors accounting for radial
packing non-uniformities (e.g. KYufner & Hofmann, 1990;
Papageorgiou & Froment, 1995; Cybulski, Eigenberger,
& Stainkiewicz, 1997; Winterberg, Tsotsas, Krischke, &
Vortmeyer, 2000). Essentially, in all of them composi-
tion and temperature di@erences between the local Juid
Jow and particles have been ignored, on account of the
large super6cial velocities typically employed in such
reactors. This can explain the fact that the radial prop-
erties aV (r) or TaV (r;Sr) have not received attention in
those works, as regards heat or mass transfer.
However, in most of those works pro6les u(r) cal-

culated from Brinkman’s approach were employed. In
these and also in works speci6cally dealing with the eval-
uation of u(r) (e.g. Bey & Eigenberger, 1997; Giese,
RottschYafer, & Vortmeyer, 1998; Subagyo, Standish, &
Brooks, 1998), the use of aV (r) in Eq. (22) (or an equiv-
alent) has been replaced by 6[1− �(r)]=dp.
It is worth stressing that aV (r) should be employed

when composition or temperature di@erences between the
local Juid Jow and particles cannot be ignored, as typical
operating conditions in multi-tubular catalytic reactors
may not apply in all circumstances.

Finally, we mention here the work by Govindarao et al.
(1992) concerning the structure of beds with aspect ra-
tios in the range 1¡a6 2; in which particle surface area
pro6le has been evaluated. They referred to TaV (r;Sr);
which from Eq. (19c) (with M =1 and r1 =R − Rp, as
discussed in the previous section) and Eq. (20b) is ex-
pressed as

(1¡a6 2) TaV (r;Sr)

=
N1

�Sr(2r +Sr)
[A(r +Sr; R− Rp)

−A(r; R− Rp)]:

The values of Awere calculated numerically in that work.

5. Conclusions

Expressions for geometrical quantities related to the
intersection of a sphere and a cylindrical surface have
been presented in terms of the natural functions arisen
from integral calculus: elliptic integrals.
Four of these geometrical quantities, sphere volume

(V ) and surface (A) intersections and their derivatives
(S and DA), are involved in the relations between radial
pro6les of voidage [�(r); T�(r;Sr)] or speci6c particle sur-
face area [aV (r); TaV (r;Sr)] with the particle center dis-
tribution [!(r)] in beds of uniform spheres.
The distribution of particle centers can be described by

a series of zones presenting either concentrated or uni-
formly distributed particle centers. For this type of distri-
butions, the four mentioned quantities plus the integrals
of V and A (Vt and At) suLce to relate the radial pro6les
mentioned above with !(r); without resorting to geomet-
rical approximations or numerical integration.
Previous works allow to conclude that such type of

distributions is suitable for practical purposes. In those
contributions either geometrical approximations or nu-
merical integration were always employed to relate radial
voidage pro6les with the distribution of particle centers.
The concept or de6nition of the density of particle sur-

face area [aV (r); TaV (r;Sr)] has been seldom invoked in
bibliography, although it may be most relevant in eval-
uating radial velocity pro6les and local heat and mass
transfer rates between particles and Juid Jow.
The identi6cation of the density function of particle

centers !(r) for predictive purposes has received less at-
tention than the development of voidage radial pro6les.
Nonetheless, !(r) is a more basic information and it needs
the identi6cation of only a few zones. The knowledge of
!(r) allows not only the evaluation of voidage pro6les,
but also of particles surface area pro6les and, intrinsically,
of the number of particles in each layer. The last feature
is essential when discrete models, accounting for the dis-
continuous nature of the solid phase, are employed. It is
expected that the relations presented here, connecting the
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pro6les with !(r) in a general way, may be helpful in
shifting that trend. Although there is considerable knowl-
edge about randomly packed, uniformly sized spheres,
predictive expressions can still be improved. In addition,
real spherical packings will usually present some disper-
sion in particle size. These cases are much less system-
atically studied, and further e@orts are needed to obtain
predictive expressions. The formulation presented here
could be readily extended by assembling the contribu-
tions of particles in each size class.

Notation

A area of a sphere surface left inside a cylindri-
cal surface, m2

At integral de6ned in Eq. (2b), m4

TaV (r;Sr) speci6c area of particle surfaces between radii
r and r +Sr; m−1

aV (r) speci6c area of particle surfaces at r; m−1

a; aspect ratio: R=Rp; dimensionless
DA @A=@r; m
DAr DA=r; dimensionless
dp particle diameter, m
Nj number of particles in the jth zone per unit

bed length, m−1

R internal tube radius, m
r radial coordinate, m
Rp sphere radius, m
rc radial position of a sphere center, m
S area of a cylindrical surface intersected by a

sphere, m2

Sr S=r; m
V volume of a sphere left inside a cylindrical

surface, m3

Vt integral de6ned in Eq. (2a), m5

y radial distance from the tube wall, m

Greek letters

T�(r;Sr) fraction of voids between radii r and r +Sr;
dimensionless

�(r) voidage at r, dimensionless
!(rc) number density function of particle centers,

m−3

!f Juid density, kg m−3

5f Juid viscosity, kg s−1 m−1
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Appendix A.

The procedure to develop the expressions of the geo-
metrical quantities de6ned in Section 2 will be outlined
here. The complete procedure can be requested from the
authors.
To be speci6c, we will consider the evaluation of V

and the other quantities will be brieJy referred to later.
For non-trivial con6gurations (r �=0 and |rc−r|6Rp),

Fig. 3 corresponds to the cut of a plane (z; x), where z is
the cylinder axis and the x-axis contains the sphere center.
It can be visualized that V may be expressed from con-
tributions of up to three geometrical bodies, depending
on the values of r; rc and Rp; V =2(Vcyl + Vcap + Vell).
Vcyl is the volume of a cylinder of radius r and length
zA, which is only relevant for cases (b) and (d) in Fig.
3, where zA ¿ 0. Vcap is the volume of the spherical cap
of height (Rp− zB), which should be included only when
rc ¡r; cases (a) and (b). Simple geometrical considera-
tions lead to

z2A =max[0; R2
p − (r + rc)2]; z2B =R2

p − (r − rc)2

(A.1)

from which Vcyl and Vcap can be elementarily calculated
when it corresponds.
The third body presents an asymmetric shape and is

found in all cases (Fig. 3). Its volume Vell becomes ex-
pressed in terms of elliptic integrals, except for Rp =(r+
rc) when the elliptic integrals degenerate into analytical
expressions (expression in Table 2).
The evaluation of Vell in the general case can be under-

taken with the help of Fig. 4, where the cut of a transversal
plane (y; x) at a generic position z; such that zA ¡z¡zB;
is depicted. From the coordinate axes de6ned in Figs. 3
and 4, it may be useful to take into account that the sphere
surface is described by (x − rc)2 + y2 + z2 =R2

p and the
cylinder surface by x2 +y2 = r2. The circle of radius ! in
Fig. 4 corresponds to the intersection between the sphere
and the plane (y; x). The relationship between ! and z is

!2 + z2 =R2
p: (A.2)

From the areas of the sector O′PQ (AO′PQ), the sector
OPQ (AOPQ) and the rhomb OPO′Q (ARh), the area of
the lenticular surface QP (intersected surface) can be ex-
pressed as (AO′PQ + AOPQ − ARh). Then,

Vell =
∫ zB

zA
(AO′PQ + AOPQ − ARh) dz; (A.3)
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Fig. 3. Vertical cross section showing the intersection between a sphere of radius Rp and a cylindrical surface of radius r.

where (see Fig. 4)

AO′PQ =!2(’′)=!2 arccos
(
!2 + r2c − r2

2rc!

)
;

AOPQ = r2(’)= r2 arccos
(
!2 + r2c − r2

2rc!

)
;

ARh = rcyI = rc

(
!2 − (!2 + r2c − r2)2

4r2c

)1=2

: (A.4)

We will considered now the evaluation of VO′PQ =∫ zB
zA

AO′PQ dz, which from Eqs. (A.2) and (A.4) can be

expressed as

VO′PQ =
∫ !A

!B

!2 arccos
(
!2 + r2c − r2

2rc!

)
! d!√
R2

p − !2
;

(A.5)

where

!2
A =min[r2p; (r + rc)2]; !2

B =(r − rc)2:

Integrating Eq. (A.5) by parts with

u=arccos
(
!2 + r2c − r2

2rc!

)
; dv=

!3 d!√
R2

p − !2
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Fig. 4. Horizontal cross section showing the intersection between a
sphere of radius Rp and a cylindrical surface of radius r.

and introducing �=(!=Rp)2,

VO′PQ = (uv)|!A
!B
+ 1

6R
3
pI; (A.6)

with

(uv)|!A
!B

= 1
3R

3
p

[
−arccos

(
�+ &

2(rc=Rp)�0:5

)
(�+ 2) (1− �)0:5

]�A

�B

= 1
3R

3
p�(�B + 2) (1− �B)0:5; (A.7)

where �B =[(rc − r)=Rp]
2, �S =[(rc + r)=Rp]

2, �A =
min(1; �S) (Table 1 in the main text), &=(r2c − r2)=R2

p
and � is de6ned in Eq. (6) given in the main text.

I =
∫ �A

�B

R(�)
d�√
P(�)

; (A.8)

where

R(�)= (�− &) (�+ 2) (�− 1)=�; (A.9)

P(�)= (�− �B) (�− �S) (�− 1): (A.10)

Eq. (A.8) is an elliptic integral. By carrying out the di-
vision indicated by the rational function R(�), the result
can be expressed in the form

R(�)= a+ b�+ c=�+ e dP=d�; (A.11)

where e= 1
3 , (−a)=2+[5&+4(r=Rp)2+&2]=3, b=[5+

&+ 8(r=Rp)2]=3, c=2&.
R(�) can be expressed as in Eq. (A.11) because

the integer part of the quotient and dP=d� are both
second-degree polynomials. Once R(�) from Eq. (A.11)
is replaced in Eq. (A.8), we can appreciate that the

resulting analytical term (2e)
√

P(�)|�A
�B
=0. Then,

I =
∫ �A

�B

(a+ b�+ c=�)
d�√
P(�)

: (A.12)

The terms in a; b; c are generic elliptic integrals of 1st,
2nd and 3rd kind, respectively. To convert these inte-
grals into Carlson’s standard elliptic integrals, we de6ne
6rst �M =max(1; �S), from which P(�)= (�−�B) (�−
�A) (�−�M ). This expression clearly reveals that the lim-
its of integration are coincident with two roots of P(�).
When this happens, the integrals are called complete el-
liptic integrals. In general, it suLces that just one limit
of integration be coincident with a root of P(�) to facil-
itate the conversion into Carlson’s standard elliptic inte-
grals. The substitution �=(t�L1 + +�L2)=(t + +), where
t is the new variable, + is any positive constant, �L1 is
the limit of integration which equals one of the roots of
P(�) and �L2 is the other limit of integration, is suit-
able for this purpose. For the sake of convenience, we set
+=(�M −�L1)=(�M −�B), �L1 =�B for the second inte-
gral and �L1 =�A for the third integral. Both alternatives
are the same for the 6rst integral. Eq. (A.12) becomes

I =2(�M − �B)−1=2[(a+ b�B + c=�A)F

+ 1
3(�A − �B) ((c=�2

A)k
2J+ bD)];

where

k2 = (�M − �A)=(�M − �B); F=RF(0; k2; 1);

D=RD(0; k2; 1); J=RJ

(
0; k2; 1; k2

�B

�A

)
:

Turning back to the remaining terms de6ning Vell in Eq.
(A.3), the integrals of both AOPQ and ARh can also be
expressed as an analytical term plus an elliptic integral of
the same type as Eq. (A.12), di@ering only in the values
of the constants a; b; c. The contribution from AOPQ needs
6rst to be integrated by parts, while the integral of ARh

does not.
The degenerated case Rp =(r + rc) (i.e. �S =�A =1)

arises because
√
P(�) becomes (1−�)

√
(�−�B). Then,

Eq. (A.8) or (A.12) is no longer an elliptic integral, and
it can be integrated analytically.
The evaluation of A and S can be carried out from

geometrical concepts, as done for V . The expression for
DA is evaluated from the de6nition DA=dA=dr. The best
stage to carry out this di@erentiation is from the primary
expression of A, i.e. the equivalent expression to that in
Eq. (A.5) for V . In all cases an equation like Eq. (A.12)
also arises, but with di@erent values of a; b; c.

The integral Vt (Eq. (2a)) is evaluated as follows. The
term � of V (Eq. (5a)) is integrated directly. There re-
mains the term EV corresponding to the elliptic integrals.
The contribution from each body de6ned in Fig. (A:2) is
individually undertaken. Consider, for instance, Eq. (A.6)
for VO′PQ with I de6ned in Eq. (A.8) and�B,�S and& de-
6ned with variable s substituting rc. Once I is multiplied
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by (s ds) and formally integrated over 0¡s¡rc, the re-
sult can be interpreted as the integral ofR(�; s)=

√
P(�; s)

on a certain region of the plane (�; s). The integration
on variable s can be carried out 6rst in an analytical way
and the second step, integration on �, leads to the result
in terms of elliptic integrals. The procedure is repeated
for the remaining contributions to V .
The expression for the integral At (Eq. (2b)) is ob-

tained similarly.
All expressions given in Table 1 and Table 2 (Case

3) were checked by numerical integration of the primary
integrals, like that de6ned in Eq. (A.3).

Appendix B.

Some speci6c features concerning the behavior of
functions E(r; rc) de6ned in Table 1 of the main text will
be pointed out here.
The limiting values for EV ; EA; EVt and EAt are zero

when both r; rc → 0, but the general expressions in Ta-
ble 1 cannot be used as they stand. Instead, ES and EDA

are non-zero and Table 1 may be used. For the sake of
uniformity, all the values at r= rc =0 were listed in Ta-
ble 2 as the particular Case 2.
For (rc + r)=Rp (Case 3), the general expressions in

Table 1 should not be employed either. In particular, the
second argument k2 of the standard elliptic integrals de-
6ned in Table 1 becomes zero in this case. For computa-
tion purposes, it can be checked if k2 becomes less than
a tiny number to de6ne Case 3. This number could be
taken as the lower tolerance in the routines for the ellip-
tic integrals, which is related to the machine underJow
limit. However, a value as “high” as 10−25 can be directly
taken without impairing the precision of the calculations.
The limiting expressions for Case 3 are given in Table
2, where it is noted that EDA(r; rc) tends to in6nity. In
consequence, it should not be computed.
As the formulation in Table 1 can be employed down

to a very small number of k2, instead of computing Case
3 with the exact formulation given in Table 2, k2 = 10−25

can be set and Table 1 employed. The error will be neg-
ligible.
Following the de6nition of the coeLcient $ in Table

1, the third kind of elliptic integral RJ (RJ ≡ J in Table
1) appears in functions EV ; EA; EVt and EAt, but not in
ES(r; rc) and EDA(r; rc).
For EV and EA ($=&), the term ZJ in Table 1 be-

comes ZJ ˙ (RJ&) when $ �=0, i.e. when rc �= r. The
product (RJ&) exhibits a jump at rc = r as & → 0 and
RJ → ∞ (its fourth argument p= k2(�B=�A)=0, be-
cause �B =0). The proper value of the term ZJ at rc = r
can be found if this condition is set before carrying out
the integration which leads to the general expressions in
Table 1. It turns out that the value ZJ =0 should be as-
signed when rc = r (i.e. when $=0), as pointed out in

Table 1. The behavior thus de6ned for ZJ is such that it
counterbalances the step function �(r; rc) (Eq. (6) in the
main text), allowing a smooth behavior for V (r; rc) and
A(r; rc).

For EVt and EAt, ZJ ˙ (RJ&2) shows a ramp at rc = r
with the limit ZJ =0. This behavior exactly counterbal-
ances the term �(r; rc) (Eq. (8) in the main text), allow-
ing a smooth behavior for both Vt(r; rc) and At(r; rc).
For computation purposes, the condition r ≈ rc can be

practically detected when the parameter p becomes less
than a tiny number (as commented on above, 10−25 is
adequate), the case in which ZJ =0 and �=�=2 (for V
and A) should be simultaneously taken.
It is interesting to note that at |rc − r|=Rp, just when

the intersection between the sphere and the cylindrical
surface reduces to a point, the functions E(r; rc) become
zero with the exception of EDA = (�=4) Rp=(r − rc)1=2.
This means that DAr(r; rc) drops from a 6nite value to
zero once |rc − r| becomes just larger than Rp.
If desired, the Carlson standard elliptic integrals

RF; RD and RJ de6ned in Table 1 can be readily con-
verted to the Legendre standard elliptic integral by using
the formulation given in Press et al. (1992).
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